
Texture: 

Material: 

Basis Caliper: 

 Linen

 125gsm ± 5% vinyl on the surface
 120gsm ± 5% pulp paper on the back.   

 14.2mil ±1 mil   

Basis Weight:                        245gsm ± 5%    

Whiteness :                                78.2%

Available Width:                        42" (1.07M); 54"(1.37M)       Length: 50M  

Life expectancy:                        10 years as long as the room humidity being kept under 90% & no moisture come out
                                                    from wall &away from direct sun 

Optimum printing 
Environment: 
 
Storage recommendation:        5~30 Celsius degree

       70° F (30-70% Relative Humidity)

Product Data Sheet

Enviro Wall Linen65402 

65402 Enviro Wall Linen is vinyl wall paper for the use of  all solvent, eco-solvent, UV and latex printers. Its texture 
design and tear resistance lends style and grace to any interior space and a truly elegant choice that is superb for 
decorating the commercial, residential and public places requiring a sophisticated look and feel. Its fine texture 
produces sharp imagery and brings out lusciously rich tonal qualities to dress a space to perfection.

Self -adhesive or pre-paste is recommended for easy application and it saves time to prepare a standalone adhesive 
required for traditional wall covering,even you can decorate it at home by yourself. Save labor hour, time and money. 

Media Attributes

Application Guidelines
Printing: 

Printer Setting: 

Printer and Ink 
Compatibility:  

The print side is wound to the outside of the roll.

To optimize print quality, printers should be set for "Enhanced Multi-pass" 
print quality mode.    

The material can be printed with any solvent, ecosolvent, UV & Latex printers.

Important: Please note that the values provided on this datasheet is for information purpose only. Before using our media please check its compatibility for your 
printer and intended application. Technical specifications are subject to change, therefore we do not take responsibilty for any misprints resulting from technically 
modified inks and/ or printers.
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